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Introduction 
Let R be a commutative ring and let A be a finitely generated free Frobenius 
algebra over R. In [4], Nakayama constructed a complete (Hochschild) cohomol- 
ogy theory of A by means of his automorphism. The purpose of the paper is to 
investigate some structures of the complete cohomology groups H’(A, -) (r E Z) 
of A, in particular a periodicity with respect to r; A is said to have periodic 
cohomology of period d # 0 if H”(A, M) 2: Hn+d(A, M) holds for all two-sided 
A-modules M and all integers n. 
One of the most important parts of the cohomology theory of finite groups may 
be the periodicity of the cohomology. In such a case a fundamental approach is 
one with a cup product on the Tate cohomology (cf. [2,3,5]). Now [3, Chapter 
XI, Exercises 1 and 21 gives a prototype, one of the ‘products of the second kind’, 
of the cup product which seems to be appropriate to the complete (Hochschild) 
cohomology in dealing with its periodicity. Modifying this, in parallel with the 
cohomology theory of finite groups, we proceed to a general theory which is 
needed here and we will prove a basic theorem for the periodicity of the 
cohomology. In Section 1 we explain the complete cohomology theory of 
Frobenius algebras and dimension-shifting of the cohomology in a bit more detail 
after Nakayama [4]. In Section 2 we introduce the definition of the cup product 
on the complete cohomology and construct it explicitly. In the latter half we prove 
two basic properties: anti-commutativity and associativity. In Section 3, along the 
same lines as Cartan and Eilenberg [3, Chapter XII, Section 61, we prove the 
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main result (Theorem 3.7) though it has very restricted contents: the maximal 
order A in a finite-dimensional commutative separable algebra has periodic 
cohomology of period d # 0 if and only if Hd(A, A) 2: AlN,4(A), or equivalently 
Hd(A, A) has an element which is invertible in the graded ring H*(A, A) = 
CrEh @ H’(A, A). As an application of Theorem 3.7, we consider the periodici- 
ty of the cohomology of Frobenius Z-algebras which appear as the rings of 
integers in quadratic fields over the field of rationals Q. 
Notation. Z denotes the ring of rational integers. For an algebra A over a 
commutative ring R, let O(A) denote the enveloping algebra Ae = A @CI~ A0 of A 
and let Z(A) denote the center of A. L,,, denotes the identity map on a module M. 
We shall write ,R, 2 and L for 0(A), Z(A) and Lo respectively when there is no 
danger of confusion. As long as the base ring R is fixed we shall frequently write 
A @ B for A mR B for R-modules A, B. A left R-module M may be regarded as a 
two-sided A-module by setting xmy = (x@ y”)m for x,y E A, m E M. 
1. The complete cohomology of Frohenius algebras 
1.1. Frobenius algebras and their complete cohomology 
Let R be a commutative ring and let A be a finitely generated free Frobenius 
R-algebra of free rank n. That is, there exists a left A-isomorphism 
&,AsA*= Hom,(A,i, R) and A has two R-bases (ui), (uj) (14 i 5 n, 15 
j 5 n) with I = a,, (aij denotes Kronecker’s delta). This is equivalent to the 
assertion that A has two R-bases (u;), (vi) (15 i 4 n, 15 j 5 n) satisfying 
x2.4, = i u,aji(x) ) u,x = i Qji(X)U, 
j=l i=l 
for every x E A and for some CV~,(X) E R. In such a case, we call (ui), (vi) R-dual 
bases of A. Put j.~ = 4(l) E A*. Then we have +(x)(y) = j.~(yx) since 4 is a left 
A-homomorphism, so we have p(ujui) = 8,. It easily follows that x = 
Cl Il(xu,)ui = C, ujP("jx> f or x E A, so that a;,(x) = ~(ujxu,). Now we set 
xa = c j_&(UiX)Ui , xv = c Uj/.L(XUj) 
1 i 
for each x E A. Since we have (xy)” = xaya from I = p( y*x), it is easily 
verified that A is a ring automorphism of A with ’ as its inverse and that zA = z 
for all ZEZ=Z(A). A is often called the Nakayama automorphism. If we set 
p,,(x) = p(uju,x) for each x E A, then we have 
‘ix = C ujP,i(x) 5 X%, = c pj;(x)u, 
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for every x E A. The left A-module A* is regarded as a left 0 (=0(A))-module 
by setting 
(X@YW(J4 =f(r”M 
for x@y” E a, f E A*, w E A. Then C#J induces an 0-isomorphism: 
d:A-=+A*. 
Put X,=AC+ .@A (p+2 copies of A) for everypro. Let x,@...@.xx,+,E 
Xp be denoted by xO[xl, . . , x~]x~+~ (~21) and xO[.]xl (p =O). X, is a left 
fin-module by setting 
for x C3 y” E fl and X,, is a finitely generated free left fin-module by the assumption 
that A is a finitely generated free R-module. So we have a left R-free resolution 
of A: 
where we set 
qx”[%. . . > xplxp+l) 
= xox1[x*, . . > xplxp+l 
p-1 
+ LT, (-lp”[q,. . . ,x;xi+1,. . . Ygxp+, 
+ (-1yx”[x1,. . . > xp-,lxpxp+l > 
4XO[.lXI) =x0x1 . 
Furthermore, a right A-contracting homotopy s,, : X,, + X,+, (p 2 0), p : A+ X,, 
is given by 
SJqJ[XI, . * . > xplxp+l) = [X0> . . . > xplxp+l > 
P(X) = t. lx 
(1.1) 
and a left A-contracting homotopy s6 : X, + Xp+ 1 ( p 2 0), p’ : A+ X,, is given by 
$(x,[x,, . . . > xplxp+l) = (-lYxo[x,~~ . . 3 xp+ll ) 
p’(x) = x[ .] . (1.2) 
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We make the R-dual module X:_l = Hom,(X,-, , R) (q 2 1) into a left O- 
module, which will be denoted by X-,, by defining 
(X@Yyl)f)(W) =f(yW (1.3) 
for x@y”EO, fEXG_,, wEX,_,. Then we obtain an augmented left R- 
complete resolution of A: 
% . . ..x.,,x,,~,-_...-x,~x,,~x~, d-1 -...-x d-q _4-x-4-,-... 
e I T L* (1.4) 
A ; A” 
m 
where we set 
E*(f) =f. (“f-E A*> > 
Combining the left A-contracting homotopy s’,_, : X_,_,+ X-, (q 2 l), 
P *:x _, + A* derived from (1.1) with s’, = p’$-‘p* and (1.2), we have a left 
A-contracting homotopy s: : X,+ XI-+, (r E Z) of (1.4). Similarly we have also a 
right A-contracting homotopy s, : X,-+X,+, (YE Z) of (1.4). 
Since Xq_ , (q 2 1) is a free R-module with an R-basis 
it follows that X-, (q 2 1) is a free R-module with an R-basis 
{(i,)[i,, . ) iy_&J* 1 15 i,,, . . . ) i, 5 n} 
defined by 
Then the action of fl as in (1.3) on this R-basis of X-, is represented by 
(x@ll”)(i,,[i,, . . . ) i,_,]i,)* 
= C (&Ii,, . , iq_lIs)*p(xuiqu,) , 
(1 @r:‘)(iJi,. . . . , i,_,]i,)* 
= C (s[i,, . . ) i,-Ili,>*4~,p,) (1.5) 
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for x,y E A. And d,, d_, (q 2 1) in (1.4) are also represented by 
d,(x[. 1~) = c (4. I~)*P(~Yw,) (X>Y E 4 7 
s,t 
L,(G&,, . . . > ~,&>*> 
= 2 {(s[r, i , . . . 3 ~y-*l~q)*PcL(~,“~3~,> 
9.f 
q-1 
lk+l,. > lqml 4 ’ Ii )*Pu(“ikusuO 
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+ (-l)q(i,[i,, . . . ) iq_,, S]t)*p(u; u ur) 
4 s 
Let M be a left R-module. We make Hom,(X,, M) for 
two-sided Z-module by defining 
(1.6) 
all I E Z into a 
(zh)(w) = zh(w) > 
for z E Z, h E Hom,(X,, M), 
Now, the left O-module X, 
(hz)(w) = h(w)z 
w E x,. 
(r E Z) becomes a right O-module by setting 
for any x C3 y” E R, w E X,, which will be denoted by Xf . Then we make 
Xp @‘n M into a two-sided Z-module by defining 
z(w@,m)=w@flzm, (W@‘nm)z=we3~mz 
for zEA, w@,mEXp@, M. 
Lemma 1.1. For any left R-module M and for any integer r, the following diagram 
of two-sided Z-modules is commutative: 
Hom,(X,, M) AHom,(X,_, , M) 
1 
5, 
1 
57-I (1.7) 
X”,_, & M th.-XfF @‘n M r L 
where d,#, d-, @ L are two-sided Z-module homomorphisms derived from (1.4), 
and 5, is a two-sided Z-module isomorphism given by 
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Proof. The commutativity of (1.7) is easily verified by making use of (1.5), (1.6) 
and the following equation obtained from (1.5): 
Define 7, : X!,-, Br2 M+ Hom,,(X,, M) (YE Z) by setting 
Then it will be seen that q, is the inverse homomorphism of [,, that is, 5, is an 
isomorphism. 0 
From Lemma 1.1, we know that Hom,(X,, M) is a right exact functor of M, so 
that each X, (Y E 2’) is left R-projective. This implies that (1.4) is a left 0- 
projective resolution of A. For every integer Y, the rth complete cohomology 
group of A with a coefficient module M is introduced as usual: 
H’(A, M) = Ker(d,“,,)/Im(d$) = Ker(d-,-, @3 L)lIm(d-, @ L) (1.8) 
under the notation of (1.7). The last term in (1.8) may be the definition of the 
(-r - 1)th modified homology group H?,_, (A, M) with respect to the Nakayama 
automorphism A. This cohomology (or homology) group is a two-sided Z-module, 
and is a covariant functor of M. We will give the explicit forms of the 0th and 
(-l)th cohomology groups. Identifying Hom,,(X,,, M) with M and also Xt an M 
with M, we see 
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df (m)( [xl) = xm - mx (~~M,~Xl~X,), 
df77-,(“) = i uimui (mEW, 
i=l 
(d,C!+~)([x]@‘,m)=mx~-xm ([~]@~mEXf63~M). 
Hereafter N,,(m) denotes cy=, u,mu,. Therefore, we have 
H’(A, M) = MAIN,(M) , H-‘(A, M) = N,MIZ,i(M), (1.9) 
where we set 
K(M) = U%(m) 1 m E M) j N,,M={mEMIN,,(m)=Ol, 
Z,,(M) = {x (ml-$ - x,m,) (finite sum) 1 x, E A, m, E M . 
I 
In particular, we have H”(A, A) 2: Z/N,,(A). 
Lemma 1.2. N,(A) coincides with the Noetherian different of A. 
Proof. Note that (vi, +(ui)) is an R-projective dual basis of A. We have an 
isomorphism of left 0-modules: 
v : Hom,(,A*, ,4A)AA@A, g b-9 C d4(“i>> @ ‘i 
Then I, induces an isomorphism: 
Y : HomA,_(A*, A); (A@A>” . 
Here the left term is isomorphic to Hom,h,_(A, A) = A via 4. Composing these 
isomorphisms, we have an isomorphism: 
v’ : A; (ABA)“, x - 2 uix c3 u; . 
On the other hand, the Noetherian different of A is given by the image of 
O:(A@A)“+Z, x@y++xy 
(see [l, Section 41 for Noetherian (homological) different), and we have Im(0) = 
Im(&‘) = N,,(A). This completes the proof. 0 
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1.2. Weakly projective modules 
Let A, B be any left R-modules. We make the right A-module homomorphisms 
HomP,,4(A, B) into a left 0-module by defining 
(x @ Y “s>(a) = 4 YQ> 
for x @y” E 0, g E Horn-,,,(A, B), a E A. Similarly, we make the left A-module 
homomorphisms Horn,,-(A) B) into a left 0-module by defining 
(x @ y”d@) = g(ax)y 
for x @ y” E 0, g E Hom,*,_(A, B), a E A. In both cases, it is easy to see that 
N,(g)=Cu,gu,=C(u,~uup)gEHom,(A,B) (1.10) 
for g EHom_,,,(A, B), or g E Horn,,-(A, B). If there exists either g E 
Hom_,,,(A, A) or g E Horn,,-(A, A) such that N,,(g) = L, then we call A a weakly 
projective left R-module. 
Lemma 1.3. Zf a left R-module M is weakly projective, then H’(A, M) = 0 for all 
r E Z. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists g E Hom_,3,(M, M) such that N3,( g) = L. Then, 
using a right A-contracting homotopy s, of (1.4) we have 
Ni(dh = N,,(gh) = N,i(gh(d,+,s, + sr-,d,)) 
= N/,(&-,4) = KC&-,M 
for h E Ker(dT+,). Since Z?‘,(ghs,_,) E Hom,,(X,-,, M) from (l.lO), it follows 
that N,( g)h E Im(d,#), so that N,(g) = L induces the zero map on H’(A, M). 
Hence we have H’(A, M) = 0. On the other hand, if there exists gE 
Hom,,,_(M, M) such that N,(g) = L, we will obtain the result by the above 
technique using a left A-contracting homotopy s: of (1.4) instead of s,. 0 
Lemma 1.4. (i) Zf M is a right A-module, then left n-modules A C3 M and 
Hom.(A,,, , M,,) are weakly projective. 
(ii) Zf M is a left A-module, then left n-modules M @A and Hom,(,,,A, ,,M) 
are weakly projective. 
(iii) Zf A is a right A-module and B is a left R-module, then a left R-module 
Hom_,,(A C3 A, B) is weakly projective. 
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Proof. (i) Define g EHom-,,(A@ M, A@ M) by g(x@ m) = P(X)@ m for 
x@mEA@M. Then we have N,,(g)= L, so that A @ M is weakly projective. 
The left A -isomorphism +:,A I\ Hom,(A,, R) induces 
an isomorphism of left R-modules: A 63 MA Hom,(A,, , MA). Hence 
Hom,(A,, M,) is also weakly projective. 
(ii) Define g E Horn,,,_ (M@A, M@A) by g(m@x) = m@k(x) for m@xE 
M @I A. Then we have N,,(g) = L, so that M 8 A is weakly projective. The right 
A-isomorphism 4’ : A,% _\ Hom,(,,A, R) defined by +‘(vi)(uj) = 6, induces 
an isomorphism of left R-modules: M @ A-:+ Horn&A, ,,M). Hence 
Hom,(,A, *M) is also weakly projective. 
(iii) Define g E Hom,,-(Hom_,,i(A@ A, B), Horn-,,@@ A, B)) by 
g( f)(x @J a) = f( p(x) @ a) for f E Hom_,,(A 8 A, B), x @ a E A @ A. Then we 
have N,,(g) = L. Hence Horn_,, (A @ A, B) is weakly projective. 0 
For any left R-module M, we have the following four natural R-exact, right (or 
left) A-splitting sequences: 
O* K(M)-+ A@ M+ M-0 (right A-splitting) , (1.11) 
O-+ K’(M)+ M @ A-+ M+ 0 (left A-splitting) , (1.12) 
O* M+ Hom,(A,, M,I) + C(M) + 0 (right A-splitting) , (1.13) 
O-+ M+Hom,(,,A, ,,M)-+ C’(M)+0 (left A-splitting). (1.14) 
Each of the above short exact sequences yields a long exact sequence of two-sided 
Z-modules which contains connecting homomorphisms d. Then we have the 
following corollary: 
Corollary 1.5 (Dimension-shifting). For any integer r, we have isomorphisms of 
two-sided Z-modules: 
d : H’(A, M)= K+‘(A, K(M)) (or _\ W+‘(A, K’(M))) , 
a -’ : H’(A, M)s H’-‘(A, C(M)) (or -4 H’-‘(A, C’(M))) q 
Let M be any left R-module and let r be any integer. Applying dimension- 
shifting to H’(A, M) repeatedly, we have an isomorphism of two-sided Z- 
modules: 
H’(A, M)+ H”(A, M,) = M;:IN,,(M,) (1.15) 
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for some left R-module M,. Here, the left action of Z on the last term of (1.15) 
coincides with the right action of Z on it. Therefore, it is not necessary to 
distinguish the left action of Z on W(A, M) from the right action of Z on it. 
2. Cup product on the complete cohomology 
2.1. Cup product 
Let A be a finitely generated free Frobenius algebra over a commutative ring R. 
Put R = O(A). Let A, B be any left O-modules and let r, s be any integers. 
Assume that a product (Y U p E ,‘+‘(A, A @,, B) is defined for every cx E 
H'(A, A) and p E H"(A, B). If the following properties (PI)-(PIII) are satisfied, 
then we call CY U p the cup product of CY and /3. 
(PI) U induces a Z-homomorphism: 
W(A,A)@,ZT(A,B)+ H’+“(A,A@,B). 
(PII,) Let 
(2.1) 
be exact sequences of left R-modules. Then 
@r u 5) = (dY) u 5 
holds for y E H’(A, As) and 4 E H”(A, B), where ~3 denotes the connecting 
homomorphism. 
(PII,) Let 
be exact sequences of left O-modules. Then 
@Y u 5) = (-l)‘Y u (W 
holds for y E H’(A, A) and .$ E H"(A, B,), where d denotes the connecting 
homomorphism. 
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(PIII) The diagram 
H”(A, A) Nz H”(A, B)A H”(A, A @,, B) 
I 1 
(2.2) 
A%V,(A) @& B-‘/A’/,(B) - (A 8, B)“/N,(A @,1 B) 
commutes, in which the vertical mappings are isomorphisms as in (1.9) and the 
map in the bottom row is defined by 
Theorem 2.1. There exists one and only one cup product with formal properties 
(PI)-(PIII). 
2.2. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
First we will show the existence of a cup product. Let 
be a left R-homomorphism defined as follows: 
(i) (p,q 20) 
A,,&&,~~ . . 3 xp+ylxp+q+*) 
= X”[XI,. . . 3 x/J% [xp+l>~ . . > xp+ylxp+q+, ; 
(ii) (p,4 2 1) 
A -y,~y((io[il, 3 ~,+,~,li,+,>*> 
= (-1Y(i,[i,+,, . . , ip+y_,]ip+y)* 
@, C (4[i,, . , iym,lk)*~.(~k) ; 
(iii) (p 2 q 2 1) 
Ap,.-qMx,, . . . 2 xp-qlxp-y+,) 
= (-1) q(q-1)/2 
x 2 X”[X,, . . . > xppq, xp-q+lu,,’ . 3 “,,I 
Il.....!<, 
(2.3) 
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(iv) (9>P 20) 
Ap,-q((i,Ji,, . . , iq-,-Jiq-,>*) 
= (-1) Pq+P(P+l)/2 
x C u*y_p[ujl~ . . . 3 ‘,,I 
j,.....j, 
@)A C (io[iIy. . , iq-ppl, i,, . . . , j,lk)*~(u,) ;
k 
(9 (4’PZl) 
A-,.,M~,> . . . 7 x,-,l+,+J 
= (-1) P(P-l)/2 
x c c /dUk)(k[j,, . . ) &lip>* 
11, . ..I. k 
@,I [u$. . . 3 $X<,, . . . 7 xq-,lxq~p+l ; 
(4 (p>420) 
A&,((i,[i,, . . . 5 ip-q-llip-q)*) 
= (-1) pq+q(q+l)/2 
x c c p(uk)(k[jl,. , jq, ill. . , ip-q-llip-q)* 
,,....,, 4 k 
@‘n r&. . . 3 qujo . 
The following lemma is fundamental for the construction of a cup product. 
Lemma 2.2. For all integers r and s, A,,, defined in (2.3) satisfies 
Ar,.sd,+.~+l = Cd,+, @n ~,M+l,s + (-lY(~r @n 4+A4,,+~ 3 
(& @,4 W,,, = E . (2.4) 
Proof. It can be verified by direct calculations in every case. We will verify (2.4) 
in case of r-s=-1 only. 
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This first term equals 
77 
-T (i,[. lil>*% 8.4 F (d.lk)*CL(Uk) 
= -(4J. Iill* @A c (~[~li)*Pu(w) . 
s.i 
On the other hand 
This second term equals 
These show that (2.5) coincides with (2.6). 0 
We will construct a cup product by means of A,,, satisfying (2.4). First we put 
t U t’ = (t @‘n t’)A,,, E Homn(X,+,Y, A @9,, B) (2.7) 
for t E Hom,(;rS,, A) and t’ E Hom,(X,, B). Then it is easy to see that 
d# r+s+l(t U t’) = d:+,(t) U t’ + (-1)‘t u d,#,,(t’) , 
where dr+, : Hom,GL A)+Hom,W,+,, A) denotes the map derived from 
d r+l : K+, *X, (for simplicity, we will often write d# instead of d,#,,), and so 
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on. For any LY = t + Im(d#) E H’(A, A) and any p = t’ + Im(d#) E H”(A, B) 
with d:+,(t) = d,#,,(t’) = 0, we put 
aUp=tUt’+Im(d#). 
Then clearly LY U /3 satisfies (PI). (PII): Assume that the sequences (2.1) are 
exact. Put y = t, + Im(d#) for t, E Hom,(X,, A3) with d*(t3) = 0 and put 5 = 
t’ + Im(d#) for t’ E Hom,(X,, B) with d#(t’) = 0. Then there exists t, E 
Horn, (X,, AZ) such that gr, = t,, so there exists t, E Hom,(X,+ 1, A 1) such 
that ft, = d#(t2). Hence we have t, U t’ = (t3 BA t’)A,,s = (gt, 63,, t’)A,,, = 
(&Y 8.n L)(t* lJ t’), 
t’ = d#(t, U t’). 
and also we have (f@,, L)(t, U t’) = (ft, C3,, t’)A,+I,, = d#(t2) U 
This implies that a( y U 5) = d(t, U t’ + Im(d#)) = t, U t’ + 
Im(d#) = a(&) U t’ + Im(d#) = a(y) U 5. Similarly it will be shown that U satis- 
fies (PII,). (PIII): There exists f E Hom,(A, A) such that t =f& for t E 
Hom,(X,, A) with td, = 0, and also similarly there exists g E Hom,(A, B) such 
that t’ = gs for t’ E Hom,(X,,, B) with t’d, = 0. Hence, by (2.4), we have 
(t u t’>([ . I> = (t@/l Wo,d[ * I) = (f@A d(E@‘n +b,0([ * I) 
=(f~~g)&([‘I)=f(l)~ng(l)=t([.I)~’,t’([.I). 
This shows that (2.2) commutes. We conclude the proof of the existence of a cup 
product. 
Next we will show the uniqueness of the cup product. Suppose that U and U’ 
are cup products, that is, both satisfy the properties (PI)-(PIII). 
(i) U,U’ : H”(A, A)@‘,H’(A, B)+ H’(A, AmA B) coincide for all left a- 
modules A and B by (PM). 
(ii) Suppose that given (r, s), 
U = U’ : H’(A, A)@, H”(A, B)+ ,‘+‘(A, A @,, B) (2.8) 
holds for all left fin-modules A and B. First, by (1.13), we have exact se- 
quences: 
O+ A+Hom,(A, A)+ C(A)-+0 (right A-splitting), 
O+A@,,B-Hom,(A,A@,,B)+C(A)@,,B+O. 
(2.9) 
Let (Y E W+‘(A, A) and p E H”(A, B). Since LY = a((~‘) for some (Y’ E 
H’(A, C(A)), it follows from (PII,) that (Y U p = a(a’) U p = ti(a’ U p) = 
d(a’ U’ p) = d(a’) U’ p = (Y U’ p, so that (2.8) holds for (r+ 1, s). Next, by 
(l.ll), we have 
O+ K(A) * A 63 A + A + 0 (right A-splitting) , 
O-K(A)@,, B+=A@(A@,, B)+A@,, B+O. 
(2.10) 
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Let (Y E H’-‘(A, A) and p E H”(A, B). Then it follows from (PII,) that a(a U 
p> = a(a) u p = a(a) U’ p = a(LY U’ p>, so that aU/3=aU’/3 since ~9 is an 
isomorphism. Thus (2.8) holds for (r - 1, s). On the other hand, the proof of 
(2.8) for (Y, sk 1) goes the same way using (1.12), (1.14) and (PII,). By 
induction this completes the proof of the uniqueness of the cup product. 0 
2.3. Anti-commutativity and associativity 
Proposition 2.3 (Anti-commutativity). Let A be any left n-module and let CK E 
H’(A, A), p E H”(A, A) for any integers r, s. Then 
a u p = (-l)‘“@ u (Y , (2.11) 
Proof. (i) We will prove (2.11) in case of s = 0. We may write (Y = t + Im(d#) for 
t E Hom,(X,., A) with d:+,(t) = 0 and also p = t’ + Im(d#) for t’ E Hom,(X,, A) 
with d: (t’) = 0. Note that t’([ .I) E A”. When r = p 1> 0, it is easy to see that 
t U t’ = t’ U t. When r = -p (p 2 l), we have, using (1.5), 
(t U t’)((i,[i,, . . . , i,-l]i,)*) 
= C t(k44)(k[i,,. . . , ip-,lip>*>t’([~I~i,,> 
k 
= T I*(‘k)‘(c (‘[h,. ) i,~Il)i,)‘)~(ukui”u~)f’([‘I) 
= t((i,[i,, . . . , i,_l]i,)*)t’([ .I) 
= t’([ .])t((i,[i,, . . , ipp,]ip)*) 
= (t’ U t)((i,[i,, . . . , ip_l]ip)*) . 
Hence we have (Y U /3 = p U (Y in case of s = 0. 
(ii) Suppose that given (r, s), (2.11) holds. First we use (1.13) for A instead of 
M. Let (Y E H’(A, A) and p E Hscl(A, A). Since p = a(@‘) for some p’ E 
H”(A, C(A)), it follows from (PII) that 
a u p = a u a( p’) = (-1)‘a(Ck u p’) 
= (-l)‘a((-l)‘“P’ u Cr) 
= (-l)“““‘ij(P’) U (y = (-l)++r), U (y ) 
so that (2.11) holds for (r, s + 1). Next we use (1.11) for A instead of M. Let 
(Y E H’(A, A) and p E H”-‘(A, A). Then it follows from (PII) that ~(LY Up) = 
(-l)‘olUa(/3)=(-l)““~“~?(p)Ua=(-1)””-”a(pUa), so that (YUP= 
(-1) r(s-l)p U (Y since d is an isomorphism. Thus (2.11) holds for (r, s - 1). By 
induction this completes the proof of the proposition. 0 
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Proposition 2.4 (Associativity). Let A, B, C be any left n-modules and let 
CY E H’(A, A), p E H”(A, B), y E H’(A, C) for any integers r, s, t. Then 
(2.12) 
Proof. (i) We will prove (2.12) in case of r = t = 0. The construction of the 
product in (2.7) implies that it suffices to show that 
When s = p 2 0, we have 
(4., B/t +$J,O(%[% . . . ) ~pl~p+l) 
= @o.,@, dMx~~. . 3 Q?, Plx,+,> 
=%s.l@‘n [XI>. . . +J@% w,+, 
= (+, @‘n &JM. 1 @n Lx, > .. . > x,b,+, > 
= (~o~,,A~,(,)Ao,~(xo[x,, . . . ~xplxp+J~ 
When s = -p (p P l), we have 
Hence (2.13) holds. 
(ii) Suppose that given (r, s, t), (2.12) holds for every left R-modules A, B, C. 
First we will prove (2.12) for (r k 1, s, t). Using (1.13) we obtain a left o-exact 
sequence in addition to (2.9): 
O-+ A @3.,, B @A C+ Hom,(A, A @‘/r B @,, C)+ C (A) @‘n B @‘n C--+ 0. 
And using (1.11) we obtain a left a-exact sequence in addition to (2.10): 
O+K(A)@,, B@,, C+A@(AG3A B@3,, C)*A@,, B@, C-6. 
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Then we arrive at the result on the same line as in Section 2.2 (the proof of 
uniqueness). Next the proof of (2.12) for (r, s, t k 1) may be done similarly using 
(1.12) and (1.14). By induction this completes the proof of the proposition. 0 
It follows from Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 that H*(A, A) = CrEE @ H’(A, A) is 
an anti-commutative graded ring with the identity 1 + N,(A) E Z/N,(A) = 
H’(A, A). 
2.4. An expression of the cup product via homology 
The product defined in (2.7) may be expressed on Hom,(X,, -) (p 2 0) or 
Xf Bf2 - (q 2 0) through 5, and n.+ in Lemma 1 .l as follows: 
(i) (k4 20) 
U : Hom,(X,, A)NzHom,(Xq, B)-+Hom,(X,+,, A@, B), 
(t u t’)([x,, . . > xp+J) 
= t([xl,. . . 7 x,1> @A f’mp+lJ . . . ) x,+,1> ; 
(ii> (p,q 2 1) 
~:(x~_,~~~A)~~(X~_l~‘nB)~xpa+~-,~n(A~,B), 
([XI,. . . , x,-,1 @b a> U ([Y, y . . . T Yq-J % b) 
=(-l)” c [y,,. . . , &I’ uk,xly.. . ~xp-#% cauk% b); 
k 
(iii) (p L q 1 1) 
U : Hom,(X,, A)C3z(Xt_,@‘, B)-+Hom,(X,_,, A@,, B), 
(t u ([x1 > . . > x,-,l@‘n b))([Y,, . . . ) Ypm,l) 
= (-1) q(q-‘)‘2 T t([y,, . . . , ypmy> uk, x,, . . >x,-,I)@, bu, ; 
(iv> (VP 20) 
U : Hom,(X,, A)@z(X~_,C33, B)-+X&p_, @3’n (A@,, B), 
t lJ ([x1 3 ’ . . r+,l@‘n b) 
= (-1) pq+p(p+1)‘2[x1, . . . , x4-,-,] @a (t([x,_,, . . . , x,J) @A 6); 
(4 (4~P~l) 
U : (Xt_,@‘, A)@zHom,(Xq, B)+Hom,(X_,+,, A@, B), 
((lx,, . . ) Xp-ll@‘R a> u t>([y1, ’ . . J Yq-,I) 
= (-1) p(p~1)‘2 C uka @)A t([xf, . . , xF_, , uf ,yl, . . . , y,_,]) ; 
k 
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U:(X~~,~,,A)~,Hom,,(Xq,B)~X,a_,~I~n(A~,,B), 
([X1,...,np~11~31,a)Ut 
= (-1) ~9+9(9+1)/2 LX q+,, . . . 7 -y-,l@n (a@/$ w,. . . 3 x:1>>. 
This expression may be useful for explicit calculations of the cup product on the 
complete cohomology groups. 
3. Periodicity of the cohomology 
3.1. Main result 
Let A be a finitely generated free Frobenius algebra over a commutative ring 
R. We consider the following conditions: 
(I) For some d # 0 there is an element (Y E Hd(A, A) which is invertible in 
the ring H”(A. A) = Clth @ H’(A, A). 
(II) There exists an integer d # 0 such that H”(A, M) = Hn+d(A, M) as 
Z-modules for all left R-modules M and all integers ~1. 
(III) For some d # 0, Hd(A, -4) = ZIN,l(A) as Z-modules. 
If (II) holds, then A is said to have periodic cohomology of period d. If (I) 
holds, then cup product with (Y gives a periodicity isomorphism 
a u - : H”(A, M) I\ Hn+d(A, M) 
for all left R-modules M and all integers II. This implies the following: 
Lemma 3.1. The implications (I) + (II) 3 (III) hold. 0 
Let A, B be any left 0-modules. Let 
P : Hom_,,,(A, B) @,, A+ B 
be a left fin-homomorphism given by p(h C3’ii a) = h(u). Then combining cup 
product with p, we obtain a modified cup product 
U, : H’(A, Hom_,,(A, B)) CQ H”(A, A)+ K+‘(A, B) 
for any integers r, s. This derives a homomorphism 
Ye,, : H’(A, Hom,,(A, B))+ Hom,(H”(A, A), ,‘+“(A, B)) . (3.1) 
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Lemma 3.2. Let 
O+A,ftA+A,+O, 
O+Hom_,,(A,, B)AHom_,,(A,, B)LHom_,,(A,, B)+O 
be exact sequences of left &?-modules for left n-modules A 1, A 2, A, and B. Then 
the following diagram is commutative for all integers r, s: 
H’(A, Hom_,,(A 1, B)) A Hom,(H”(A, A,), H’+‘(A, B)) 
1 
(-1y+‘a 
I 
Hom( J, L) 
Hrel(A, Hom_,,(A,, B))- 
bil.s-I 
Hom,(H”-‘(A, A3), HrCs(A, B)) 
Proof. For t, E Hom,(X,, Hom_,,(A,, B)) with d#(t,) = 0, there exist t, E 
Hom,(X,, Hom_,,(A,, B)) and t, E HomJX,+,, Hom_,,(A,, B)) such that t, = 
f ‘t2, g’t, = d#(t2). Similarly for tj E Hom,(X,_,, A3) with d#(t;) = 0, there exist 
t;EHom,(X,_,, A2) and t;EHom,(X,, A,) such that t;=gt;, ft;= d#(t;). 
Then we have 
d#(t, u, t;> 
= d#(t2) U, t; + (-l)‘t, U, d#(t;) 
= g’t, u, t; + (-lyt* u, ft; 
= p(g’ @ L)(t3 @ tM+l,,-, + (-~)‘P(L @f )(t2 @ 0% 
= ~(~~g)(t3~ttS)Ar+l,s-l + (-l)‘p(f’ @ L)(tz @ W,,, 
= t, u, gt; + (-1)‘f ‘t, u, t; 
= t, u, t; + (-l)‘t, u, t; . 
When we set (Y = t, + Im(d#) E H’(A, Hom_,,(A,, B)) and 0 = t; + Im(d#) E 
H”- ‘(A, A 3), the above calculation shows 
This completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Zf for a fixed left a-module B and a pair of integers r, s, the mapping 
Yry,,, in (3.1) is an isomorphism for all left n-modules A, then the same holds for all 
Y TI,SI with r’ + s’ = r + s. 
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Proof. From (1.11) we have exact sequences: 
O* K(A)* A @ A * A + 0 (right A-splitting) , 
O-+Hom_,, (A, B)+Hom_,,t(A@A, B) (3.2) 
--$ Hom,,(K(A), B)+O 
Note that Hom_,,d(A @ A, B) is weakly projective by Lemma 1.4. Hence a is an 
isomorphism in the commutative diagram of Lemma 3.2 obtained by (3.2). It 
follows that 
Y r+i,s-l : H’+‘(A, Horn--,,(A, B))+ Hom,(H”-‘(A, A), ,‘+‘(A, B)) 
is an isomorphism if -y,,,$ is an isomorphism. On the other hand, from (1.13) we 
have exact sequences: 
O-+ A-+Hom,(A, A)+ C(A)+0 (right A-splitting), 
O+ Hom_,,(C(A), B)+ Hom_,.,(Hom,(A, A), B) 
*Horn-,_,(A, B)-+O. 
Similarly as in the above, by Lemma 3.2, Y~-,,~+~ is an isomorphism if Y,.,, is an 
isomorphism. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let A, B be any left n-modules. The diagram 
@(A, Hom_,(A, B)) 
YO,- I 
-Hom,(H-‘(A, A), H-‘(A, B)) 
I I 
(3.3) 
Hom,(A, B)IN,(Hom_~,,(A, B))$-,Hom,(,,AlZ,,(A), N,BII,4(B)) 
commutes, where y is a map obtained by restricting a-homomorphism A+ B to 
the subgroup N,A and the vertical mappings are isomorphisms induced from (1.9). 
Proof. We use [-, , q_, in Lemma 1.1 and A,,_, in (2.3). For t, E 
Hom,(X,, Horn-,,(A, B)) with d#(t,) = 0 and a E N,A, we have 
5-& U,77-,(4) 
= C ~(~,,,)[.l~L(~~,)~~(t,U,rl-,(a))((i,,[.li,)*) 
‘II,‘1 
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= [ ’ 1 @R C Pu(“io)tO([ ’ I)(C C CiO[ ’ lk)*(uQ[ ’ l"~)UiaUjP(Uk~) 
i0 k I., 
= I.1 @‘n to([. I>(a) 
= [. 1 @‘n Y(hd[ . I>>(a) . 
This shows (3.3) to be commutative. 0 
In the rest of the section, R denotes a Noetherian integrally closed domain and 
K the quotient field of R. Let A be a finite-dimensional separable K-algebra and 
let A be an R-order in A which is a free Frobenius R-algebra. 
Lemma 3.5. The left O-module A is weakly projective. 
Proof. Note that R-dual bases of A; (ui), (u,) are also K-dual bases of A. Since 
the Noetherian different of A coincides with Z(A) (cf. [l, Section 4]), it follows 
from Lemma 1.2 that N,+(A) = {c i u,xui 1 x E A} = N,(A) = Z(A), so that there 
exists x E A such that N,,(x) = 1. If we define f E Hom_,,(A, A) by f(y) = xy for 
y EA, then N,4(f)(y) = cjuif(uiy) = ci uixuiy = y for any y EA. That is, 
N.A( f) = L, so A is weakly projective. 0 
A left o-exact sequence O+ A+ A+ A/A -0 and Lemma 3.5 provide the 
following commutative diagram: 
H’-‘(A, A/A)% Hom,(H-‘(A, A), H-‘(A, A/A)) 
I 1 a i 
I Hom(r. a) (3.4) 
H’(A, A)- Y,,-, Hom,(H-‘(A, A), H”(A, A)). 
Combining Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.4 with (3.4) we have the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.6. If the restriction map 
y : Hom,(M, A/A)lN,(Hom_,,(M, A/A)) 
+Hom,(&‘W&W, N,,WA)lI,WA)) 
is an isomorphism for all left R-modules M, then 
x,-, : H’(A, A)-+ Hom,(H-‘(A, A), Z/N,,(A)) 
is an isomorphism for all integers r. 0 
(35) 
Theorem 3.7. Let R be a Noetherian integrally closed domain and let K be the 
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quotient field of R. Suppose that A is a finite-dimensional commutative separable 
K-algebra and A is the maximal R-order in A which is a free Frobenius R-algebra, 
Then (I), (II) and (III) are equivalent. 
Proof. In order to prove (III) + (I), it suffices to show that (3.5) is an isomor- 
phism. Note that Z,,(AlA) = 0 and 2 = A. Let fi = m + Z,,(M) E nAMIZ,(M), f E 
Hom,(,,,,MIZ_,(M), AlA). Then N,,(f(+z)) = Ci uif(m)ui = f(C,t+iu,) = f(o) = 
0. Hence we have 
Hom,t(,,MIZ,(M), N,,(AIA)IZ,(AIA)) = Hom,(,hMIZ,(M), A/A). 
Since A is maximal, it follows that gl.dim As 1 and A is A-injective, so that A/A 
is a A-injective module (cf. [3, Chapter VII, Proposition 5.11). Let 
?r: N,M+ N.1 M/Z,,,(M) and L : N,M+ M denote the natural epimorphism and the 
natural embedding, respectively. For any f E Hom,(,_dMIZ,,(M), A/A) there 
exists a right A-homomorphism g : M+ A/A such that go = fm. Since g(Z,(M)) = 
0, we have g(xm) - xg(m) = g(xm) - g(m)x = g(xm - mx) = 0 for x E A, m E M, 
so we have g E Hom,(M, A/A). Thus y is an epimorphism. Next consider 
g E Hom,(M, A/A) with g(N,4M) = 0. Since the sequence O+ n,,M-+ Ma M is 
right A-exact and since A/A is A-injective, it follows that 
Horn-,,,(M, A/A)3 Hom~,,(M,A/A)~Hom_,,(,M,AlA)~O 
is exact. Thus there exists h E Hom_,,(M, A/A) such that hN,, = g. Accordingly 
we have N,,(h)(m) = xi u,h(u,m) = h(c, u,mu,) = hN,,(m) = g(m) for m E M. 
This shows that gE N,(Hom_,,(M, A/A)). Thus y is an monomorphism. This 
concludes the proof of the theorem. 0 
3.2. Application 
Using Theorem 3.7, we will investigate the cohomology groups of a Frobenius 
Z-algebra A which is the ring of integers in a quadratic field A over the field of 
rationals Q. 
We note that HP’(A, A) = N,4AlZ,(A) = 0 and H’(A, A) = A/N,,(A) # 0, since 
N‘,(A) is the different of A. Therefore, A cannot have periodic cohomology of 
period 1. 
Proposition 3.8. Let A be the ring of integers of Q(v’Ei), where m is a square-free 
integer. Then A has periodic cohomology of period 2. 
Proof. (i) In case of m = 2,3 (mod 4), Z-dual bases of A = i?[v’%?] are given by 
(1, v’?E), (GE, 1). Therefore we have 
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H”(A, A) = A/N,,(A) = Ai2GEA. (3.6) 
Now using an exact sequence of O+ K(A) +A@A+A+O as in (l.ll), we 
obtain an isomorphism: 
H-2(A, A); Hm’(A, VA)) = ,,K(A)l~,,(K(A)) 
Here it is easily seen that 
Therefore we have an isomorphism of A-modules: 
H-2(A, A); A/2v’EA. (3.7) 
(3.6) and (3.7) h s ow that A has periodic cohomology of period 2. 
(ii) In case of m = 1 (mod 4), L-dual bases of A = Z[( 1 + v’E> 121 are given by 
(1, (1-t ~%)/2), ((-l+ v?E)/2,1). Therefore we have 
H”(A, A) = A /v’FzA (3.8) 
Similarly as in (i), we have 
Therefore we have an isomorphism of A-modules: 
Hm2(A, A)-=+AlvXiA. (3.9) 
(3.8) and (3.9) h s ow that A has periodic cohomology of period 2. 0 
Note added in proof. After the submission of the original manuscript I learned of 
the following paper by F.R. Bobovich and D.K. Faddeev: Hochschild 
cohomologies for Z-rings with a power basis (Mat. Zametki 4 (2) (1968) 141-150; 
Math. Notes 4 (1968) 575-581). Proposition 3.8 follows directly from this paper. 
But I leave this proposition unchanged because this result is an immediate 
application of Theorem 3.7 and this proof is partially referred to in the following 
paper (On the cohomology of Frobenius algebras II, this issue). 
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